
main program:   
radiant slab systems research update:  
effect of acoustical canopies on chilled ceiling performance 

speakers:   
Fred bauman & caroline karmann  
center for the built environment,  
berkeley, ca
Fred Bauman, P.E., is a Project Scientist at the Cen-
ter for the Built Environment at UC Berkeley. His re-
search interests include radiant and hydronic-based 
cooling, underfloor air distribution (UFAD), displace-
ment ventilation (DV), personal comfort systems 

(PCS), room air distribution, thermal comfort, building energy use, ventilation and indoor 
air quality, laboratory and field measurement methods, and natural ventilation. Fred led the 
development of CBE’s world renowned UFAD research program and was the author of the 
first Underfloor Air Distribution (UFAD) Design Guide, published by ASHRAE in 2003. He is 
currently leading CBE’s research program on advanced integrated systems with a focus on 
radiant slab cooling (Thermally Activated Building Systems, TABS).

Caroline Karmann is a PhD candidate in the Building Science program at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and also works as a graduate student researcher at the Center for the 
Built Environment. She received a Masters in Architecture (2006) and Climate and Energy 
(2008) from INSA Strasbourg, France. After graduation, she worked at Transsolar Energi-
etechnik in Stuttgart, Germany for 4 years and specialized in daylight simulation and energy 
analysis. At UC Berkeley, her doctoral research has been focused on indoor environmental 
quality for buildings using radiant systems. Her work includes thermal comfort, acoustical 
quality and occupant satisfaction for buildings with radiant systems.
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event 
Calendar
2016                     

Find details at ggashrae.org
 ´thursday, march 10, 5:30pm – 8:30pm

Joint meeting with Redwood Empire
LoCATIoN: San Rafael, Four Points Sheraton 
ToPIC: Radiant Slab Systems Research Update:  
Effect of Acoustical Canopies on Chilled Ceiling Performance
SPEAKER: Fred Bauman and Caroline Karmann, UC Berkeley

´thursday, april 14, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LoCATIoN: San Francisco, Pacific Energy Center
ToPIC: Using Embedded Tube Radiant Cooling  
Systems to Maximize LEED Points
SPEAKER: Devin Abellon, P.E

´thursday, may 12, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LoCATIoN: San Francisco Pacific Energy Center
ToPIC: Awards and Product Show

´thursday, June 9, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LoCATIoN: oakland, Scott’s Seafood
ToPIC: Cool Thermal Energy Storage in the Era of Sustainability
SPEAKER: Bill Bahnfleth

presentation summary
Radiant slab systems, often referred to as thermally activated building systems (TABS), have the potential to achieve significant en-
ergy savings, peak demand reduction, load shifting, and thermal comfort improvements compared to conventional all-air systems. 
As a result, application of these systems has increased in recent years, particularly in zero-net-energy (ZNE) and other advanced high 
performance buildings. Exposed concrete ceilings, while providing the best configuration for radiant cooling in open plan offices and 
other buildings, create acoustical challenges due to the high reflectivity of the concrete. This presentation will provide an overview 
of ongoing research on radiant systems at the Center for the Built Environment (CBE) at UC Berkeley and will highlight the results of a 
recent full-scale laboratory study to investigate an integrated ceiling design solution that can both improve the acoustical quality of 
the space while also enhancing the cooling performance of a chilled radiant ceiling system.

Fred will introduce CBE’s multi-year $3M research project on radiant slab systems funded by California’s Electric Program Investment 
Charge (EPIC) Grant Program.

Caroline will describe the results of two laboratory experiments that addressed cooling and acoustical performance. The radiant 
cooling capacity testing was conducted in the Hydronic Test Chamber at Price Industries in Winnipeg, MB, and the acoustical testing 
was completed by Armstrong World Industries in their reverberant chamber in Lancaster, PA. In the test configuration, free-hanging 
acoustical canopies were suspended below a radiant chilled ceiling to provide improved sound absorption. Fans (different configura-
tions) were also installed at the ceiling level to increase the convective heat transfer along the chilled ceiling. The acoustical results 
showed that if the canopies covered 40-50% of the ceiling area, acceptable acoustic quality was achieved. The cooling experiments 
showed that the acoustical canopies caused a smaller reduction in cooling capacity than previously thought. The use of fans was able 
to offset the cooling reduction from the canopies and provide a higher overall cooling performance compared to an exposed radiant 
ceiling with no canopies and fans. 

Main PrograM Continued
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golden gate chapter  
president’s Message, March 2016

measure Twice, cut once 
I forget the name of my 7th grade wood-shop teacher, but I remember his words: “measure twice, cut once”. 
I’m guessing you’ve heard that too. 

I’d like to propose an alternative: model twice, build once. or better yet, 

Model (at least) twice, build once (getting it right the first time and avoiding expensive change 
orders and retrofits and maybe even figuring out ways to reduce the total construction cost 
while saving energy at the same time). 

That’s catchy, right? 

Those who know me might see this as a self-serving statement. I’m an energy modeling person. The more modeling, the better (for me). 
okay, guilty.

But this idea applies to many types of modeling: lighting modeling, daylight modeling, airflow modeling, acoustical modeling, 3D modeling 
for coordination and clash detection, and many more that I’m forgetting at the moment. We have some great tools available, and they are 
getting better and better every year.

But let’s get back to the (self-serving) topic of energy modeling… 

How many times is enough? Here you go:

1. CoNCEPT DESIGN. Before the first sketch on a cocktail napkin (because after that point it’s too late), perform a really quick energy 
modeling exercise to compare some alternatives for the basic building form and their impact on energy performance. Set an energy 
performance target. Very high bang-for-buck factor.

2. SCHEMATIC DESIGN. Here’s where the really important modeling happens because important design decisions are happening. It’s now 
or never. Explore strategies to minimize HVAC loads. 

3. DESIGN DEVELoPMENT. Lots of details to evaluate here. Which glass type? Does that newfangled chiller make sense? How about that 
insulation made out of recycled ductilators (ask the old farts…)?

4. CoNSTRUCTIoN DoCUMENTS. (Note that this is where we often start energy modeling; so sad). Project over budget? Some value en-
gineering going on? Use energy modeling to show there are implications to eliminating roof insulation. 

5. CoNSTRUCTIoN. Substitutions threatening to get you down? Use your model to show that gas lamps are not equal to high performance 
LEDs. 

6. VERIFICATIoN. The building has been occupied for a year. Compare the utility bills to the energy model results to see if actual perfor-
mance meets expectations. (If not, don’t blame the model. Tear the building down and try again. or perhaps investigate reasons for the 
discrepancy and find some savings opportunities). 

okay, maybe not every step is necessary for every project. But many, especially the early modeling steps, will make sense on any project. 

At this point I hear you saying, “If this energy modeling stuff is so important, then why doesn’t ASHRAE have a standard for it? There’s a 
standard everything else.” 

Well, it’s true we don’t have a standard today, but that oversight may soon be remedied. ASHRAE 209P Simulation Aided Design for Buildings 
Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings has been under development for several years and will soon be going out for public review. So keep 
on the lookout. This proposed standard sets requirements for the use of energy simulation in the design of new commercial buildings. As 
currently written, Standard 209 requires at least two modeling “cycles”, and one must occur before the end of schematic design.  

So there you go… model (at least) twice. ASHRAE says so. 

Erik Kolderup
 ASHRAE Golden Gate President  2015-2016

P.S. ASHRAE Golden Gate is now on Facebook.  
If you like us, then please Like us:  
https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAE.GG.Chapter/

https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAE.GG.Chapter/
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march – 2016 
Tom Gilbertson, Chapter Historian

After this Month’s Chapter Meeting… “March – 2016” …..another YEAR will be “History” for the Golden 
Gate Chapter…so how has our Society changed…as time has rolled on?

The needs of the Country….have changed…remember “we are in a service industry”…SERVING what is 
needed……so what WAS it……that was needed?…and WHAT is it that is needed today?….as ASHRAE’s 
Golden Gate Chapter sallies forth?

Going back 125 Years…to the 1890’s …the time of ASHRAE’s  (nee ASHVE) founding….our industry was 
basically an excuse to practice mechanical engineering. There were a great many “things” 
that had to be  developed….to serve our growing Country’s needs….The US population 
in 1890 to 1920 by and large lived in a area …(make that New England…New York….
Pennsylvania, and the Upper Midwest)…. that was quite cold for many months of the year, 
and we needed “heat” to stay physically comfortable, for many months of the year…So 
ASHRAE members developed heating systems….very good heating systems!...To improve 
comfort…the ASHRAE-engineers developed fans…and air handling equipment…to 
circulate the air….vital to our comfort….and our industries engineers’ served the needs 
of the Country.

Willis Carrier…arguably the most important representative our industry…by the way, a 
man who was selected as one of the 100 most important men who ever lived…started 
as the Chief Engineer of the Buffalo Forge Company….back around 1900…..and they 
made their name as a “fan company”…and then Willis discovered “condensation” on 
the Pittsburgh rail station’s windows…and he “discovered” …air-conditioning!...Then 
“our” society - engineers perfected the ammonia refrigeration system and began making ice…and “air-conditioning…. 
using blocks of ice to cool water in spray chambers…across which air was “blown”….and finally compression refrigeration was 
“mechanically-perfected” and “refrigeration and air-conditioning” marched on to the scene!...and County became “livable”.

Did you know that Albert Einstein and Leo Szilard …both of nuclear physics fame…had a U. S. Patent on a magnetic refrigerant 
that allowed the refrigerant to be pressurized without seals, and no moving 
parts?...Clearly, solving the compression refrigeration problem…and the me-
chanical challenges involved…. attracted very powerful individuals….BTW….
Leo is considered the father of the nuclear reactor …(he received a patent for 
it)….. as well as the cyclotron…and Albert…well you know him too!....and in fact 
Leo “wrote” the letter for Albert…the letter that convinced President Franklin 
Roosevelt to authorize the Manhattan Project……so when those two geniuses 
were not too busy with other “things”…they worked on refrigeration…(I think 
that we should at least make Albert and Leo, Honorary Members of ASHRAE….

after all, they worked in our industry.)

ASHRAE’s Golden Gate Chapters’ history swirls around Berkeley…and all that happened there….and what those involved really 
did was solve a refrigeration problem.

Golden Gate’s history is really intertwined with the history of our Country …consider this…Could our Country be what it is today 
without ASHRAE and the history of innovation and achievement that ASHRAE….and the Golden Gate Chapter represent?
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Several Golden Gate Chapter members have been selected for awards to be presented in St. Louis in June.

Steve tayLor
2016 Louis and Bill Holladay  
Distinguished Fellow award

SCott WayLanD
Distinguished Service award

roBert SonDereGGer
Distinguished Service award

FranCiS (BuD) oFFerMann
2016 environmental Health award
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leadrs Program report, orlando winter conference 
Annie Foster Courtney, Immediate Past President 
“Wow.”  That pretty much sums up my lasting impressions from the ASHRAE Winter Conference in orlando.  This year, I was honored 
to receive reimbursement from Region X and Society to help me attend my first society-level conference.  As the Region X LeaDRS 
participant, I was able to shadow our Director and Regional Chair (DRC), Karine Leblanc, as she attended all her obligations at the 
Winter Conference.  I had a great time, and learned more than I expected about the way ASHRAE operates.

Wow #1 – the way it all works: Grassroots to the Directors chairs, and beyond.  I have attended more Chapter Meetings, 
Chapter Board Meetings, and Chapters Regional Conferences (CRCs) than I can count.  Despite all that, I had only a vague idea of 
what went on at the Society level.  It’s hard to really understand the structure of ASHRAE, and what all the various committees, 
councils, and other groups do until you see it in action.  Now that I better understand, I’m eager to take what I have learned back 
to my chapter and the region, to help us better serve our members and operate more efficiently.

Wow #2 – the volunteerism.  The Board of Directors, the Ad-Hocs, the Councils, the Committees, the Seminars and other programs!  
It was overwhelming to witness the number of people who donate their time to these activities.  I had never given much thought 
to what goes into maintaining a handbook chapter, writing a new chapter, maintaining a standard, or developing an ASHRAE grant.  
Now that I have seen just a small piece of this, I am so impressed.  Everyone in this industry should be very thankful that ASHRAE 
has members out there who are passionate about more than just the “Nine-to-Five”.

Wow #3 – the strength of region X.  Region X members should be very proud of the leaders that we have participating in ASHRAE 
at all levels.  Shadowing Karine was like hanging out with the most popular kid in school – she knows everyone, and everyone 
knows her.  She was even asked to serve on a very small group of VIP’s who are helping current Society Treasurer, Bjarne olesen, 
plan for his presidential year (2017-18).  Joe Chin chairs the Student Activities Committee and ran the conference’s Student Program 
for hundreds of student attendees.  Devin Abellon is Vice-Chair of the Membership Promotion Committee.   Tiffany Abruzzo, Cindy 
Moreno, Heather Schopplein – the list goes on and on.  We’re not just participating; we’re leading!  It wasn’t just our regional leaders 
that are taking active roles.  I sat in on several Technical Committee meetings, and there wasn’t a single one where I didn’t either 
run into someone from Region X or hear about a motion or research directly related to our region.

Wow #4 – the people and the fun.  I’ll be honest - every time the stress of work, life, and volunteerism gets to be overwhelming, 
ASHRAE is the first item on the chopping block.  But then I attend a great chapter meeting, or meet up with buddies at the CRC, 
and I’m sucked back in.  At ASHRAE events, I’m with friends, and that was no different at the Winter Conference.  In fact, my circle 
of friends grew.  I met like-minded people from across the country, and I’m excited to grow these new relationships.

To everyone considering applying for LeaDRS, I encourage you to do so.  To those who applied but didn’t get it this year, I’m sorry, 
but keep trying!  To the 2016 Region X Caucus, please continue to fund this great program.

To Karine and other Region X members – thanks for helping make my first conference a fun, memorable event, and I hope to see 
you in Saint Louis!

PS: Best moment of the trip?  Oblivious Saint Louis Cardinals fans dancing to Don’t Stop Believin’ dedicated to Buster and Timmy.

From left to right: Calina Ferraro, tiffany abruzzo, Karine 
Leblanc, and annie Foster Courtney at Members night out.

region X & Friends test out the aSHrae Selfie Stick.
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Travel grant winner reports, orlando winter conference
Jonathan Woolley (PhD, university of California Berkeley):

I owe many thanks to Golden Gate ASHRAE for a travel scholarship to attend the 2016 ASHRAE Winter Conference in orlando. I am 
in my first year as a PhD with UC Berkeley Center for the Built Environment; so participating in the conference helped to introduce 
me more fully to current industry needs related to my research interests. In addition to numerous technical sessions, seminars, and 
student events I was able to participate in TC 6.5 ¬ Radiant Cooling, SPC 205 ¬ Standard Representation of Performance Simula-
tion Data, and TC 5.7 ¬ Evaporative Cooling. These topics circumscribe much of what I am interested to research as a student. I 
was introduced to several new technology developments, and exposed to critical discussions and debates about the direction of 
standards and practices for the industry. I was pleased to find myself amongst these groups of seasoned professionals, and felt 
empowered by their welcome incorporation of my perspectives and new recommendations. Immediately following the confer-
ence, I had the special opportunity to participate in a half-¬day strategic research meeting on radiant cooling with a number 
of pioneering world experts. Since radiant cooling will be the key topic of my doctoral research, one could not have asked for a 
more significant entrée to the field. Buildings play a critical role in our daily lives, our culture, our health and well-being, and our 
relationship with the natural world. I am concerned for the future of humanity and our environment, and I am motivated by the 
opportunity to shape the arc of progress through quality design and engineering. ASHRAE and its membership serve critical roles 
in defining the future of the built environment, and I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate in and contribute to such 
an influential community of leaders.

Soazig Kaam (PhD, university of California Berkeley):

This winter, I had the great pleasure and opportunity to attend the ASHRAE Winter Meeting in orlando. I was one of the lucky 
recipients of the Golden Gate ASHRAE travel grant and I tried to make the most of this opportunity to learn more about ASHRAE 
organization and mission. I was mostly intrigued by the way Technical Committees (TCs) and Standard Project Committees (SPCs) 
are ruling. From the updating a chapter of the ASHRAE handbook or standard to selecting the upcoming ASHRAE Research Project, 
attending TCs and subTCs meetings gave me a glance of some of the main activities carried by the society. I was also curious to 
witness the synergies that arise from the collaboration of experts coming from different places and fields, especially in SPCs. 
Listening to members discuss new research questions and technical guidelines directions was very inspiring. Even more so as I 
knew this was the beginning of a standard that will have a colossal impact on the industry. Similarly to all open sessions I attended, 
hosts will encourage guests (ASHRAE members or not) to get involve and give their inputs. This surely shows evidence of ASHRAE 
willingness to open and learn from anyone with the intention to advance knowledge in the field.

overall I was amazed by the time and dedication the members put into their involvement in ASHRAE to achieve a high quality 
work. I was also pleasantly surprised by the easiness to get more involved with ASHRAE, even at my own scale. I volunteered to be 
a corresponding member for a few committees and I am keeping an eye on Young Engineer in ASHRAE (YEA) activities. I also intend 
a further involvement with the SPC mentioned above since their mission is closely related to my own research and interests. The 
student mixer and events were also great opportunities to meet with peer students, make new connections while being exposed 
to new ideas and research.

I am very thankful to the Golden Gate ASHRAE committee for offering me this opportunity to be exposed to society activity with 
a new angle. This experience has definitely been a tipping point in my personal research development.  
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 chapter technology transfer committee

alex Fung and Zeid arnaout, co-chairs 
Technology awards
The ASHRAE Golden Gate chapter is now accepting applications for the 2016 Technology Awards and 
we’re proud to announce the addition of a new Retro Commissioning (RCx) projects distinction for 
each category listed below.  If you have a project and/or building in which you have participated in 
the design process please submit an application for your deserved recognition.

ASHRAE Technology Award applications are accepted in each of the following categories:

I. Commercial Buildings (New, Existing, RCx)
II. Institutional Buildings (New, Existing, RCx)
	 •	Educational	Facilities	(New,	Existing,	RCx)
	 •	Other	Institutional	(New,	Existing,	RCx)
III. Health Care Facilities (New, Existing, RCx)
IV. Industrial Facilities or Processes (New, Existing, RCx)
V. Public Assembly (New, Existing, RCx)
VI. Residential (New, Existing, RCx)

For the chapter level awards the award application is short and relatively simple to prepare. To 
download the application directly from the ASHRAE website, click the following link. Chapter/
Regional Application -- Short Form (Updated June 2014)

Additional information and sample entries can be viewed and downloaded from the Technology 
Awards Program page here: 

 https://www.ashrae.org/membership--conferences/honors--awards/technology-awards-program 

Deadlines for the Golden Gate Chapter applications will be March 31st. Please do not hesitate to contact Alex Fung or Zeid 
Arnaout at afung@integralgroup.com, or  zarnaout@integralgroup.com.

student activities

anna osborne, Student activities Chair

2016 scholarship applications
The Student Activities Committee is now accepting applications for 2016 Scholarships! The Golden 
Gate Chapter Scholarship will range from $500-$2,000 and is open to anyone from high school 
seniors to university students who are enrolled in or plan to enroll in a related engineering or 
technical field. The Eric Thor Andresen Memorial Scholarship is for one $10,000, one $7,500, 
and one $5,500 award. It is open to any student enrolled in an eligible accredited engineering 
or architecture program. We strongly encourage all to apply! Applications are due April 7, 2016, 
please email Anna osborne at aggcstudents.com for more information.

 

2016 ashrae summer conference Travel grant
We are also accepting applications for the 2016 ASHRAE Summer Conference Travel Grant. The conference is in St. Louis, Mo. 
The grant is for 2 students at $1,250 each. Student events include an orientation, mixer, and a student tour. Applications are 
due April 14th, please email Anna osborne at aggcstudents.com for more information.

T 510.663.2070 x 2029 | D 510.457.0129  aosborne@integralgroup.com

https://www.ashrae.org/membership--conferences/honors--awards/technology-awards-program
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  membership promotion

member:
Edwin Michael Huestis
Mr. Christopher Blackburn
Mr. Stefan Marian Gracik
Dara Sanii
James Sitzmann
Mr. David Felipe Sanabria
Ben Khuong
Arthur Norwood
Connor Schmitt
Jaya Rao

Mr. Scott Young
Mr. Chad Michael Dykeman
Mr. Raymond Young
Mr. Wei Liang
Mr. Mohan Singhal
Mr. John Stephen Kromer
Mr. Mehran Khazra
Mr. Robert C Uhl
Rick Moffat

Brian Chacon, Membership Promotion Chair
CoMMittee HeLP!
Dear colleagues, I am reaching out to you in hopes of expanding the membership promotion 
committee. The role would include helping recruit new members to join ASHRAE and 
help membership retention. The time commitment would be about an hour a week. 
Please contact me or the other committee or board members if you are interested in par-
ticipating and contributing to our local and National society. We will be happy to answer 
any questions you have on the responsibilities. Link to my contact information is here: 
 http://ggashrae.org/join.php 

 

aPriL MP niGHt!
get a free meal! If you bring a non-member to our April 14th dinner meeting dinner and they join ASHRAE by the following chapter 
meeting, you will get your next meeting on us! Please help us recruit new members as we continuously expand our Golden Gate 
community! 

StuDent SMartStart ProGraM
 I want to remind everyone about the great opportunity through the SmartStart student program. For $54 year 1, $74 year 2, and 
$95 year 3, transferring students can take advantage of a reduced ASHRAE membership. If you are interested, contact me personally 
and we can discuss success stories and different ways students can take advantage of this opportunity!
https://www.ashrae.org/membership--conferences/student-zone/membership-and-meetings/ashraes-smartstart-program

WeLCoMe neW MeMBerS!
We are looking forward to another successful year, let’s not stop recruiting new members and keeping existing members in good 
membership standings; please pay your local chapter and Society dues at the same time when renewing-reminder that those two 
are separate fees. I would like to send a warm welcome to our newest members who have joined over the past few months. Welcome!

9

http://ggashrae.org/join.php
https://www.ashrae.org/membership--conferences/student-zone/membership-and-meetings/ashraes-smartstart-program


  research promotion

Jason Lesser, research Promotion Chair 
2015-2016 donors

what is the rP campaign?
The RP Campaign is an annual fundraising campaign benefiting the funding of 
numerous ASHRAE Programs.  These programs include: 

• ASHRAE Research  

•ASHRAE Scholarships for undergraduate students 

•ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) development of new courses & materials 

•Graduate Research Projects (Grants-in-Aid) 

•Young Engineers in ASHRAE (YEA) Leadership Training  

•Permanently endowed support to all of the above programs 
The RP Campaign is overseen by the RP Committee, a standing ASHRAE Committee.  The Committee 
is made up of 14 Regional Vice Chairs (RVC), 1 Consultant (past RVC), 3 Vice Chairs (past Consultant), 
and Chair (past Vice Chair).  Staff support includes a 3-member team based at ASHRAE Headquarters. 
The RP Campaign raises over $2.2 million a year from over 6,000 donors.  These donors are made up of 
ASHRAE Members, industry associations, and industry organizations.

Thanks to all who donated last year we exceeded our goal of $26,500. This year we plan to exceed our 
goal of $27,000 and we have already had some generous donors.

The Following individuals and companies have generously supported ASHRAE Research and Golden 
Gate Chapter for 2015-16 Campaign.

With the help of following Donors and Golden Gate Chapter volunteers, we were able to raise the most 
amount of research Funds over the last 10-years.Golden Gate Chapter received Challenge rP award at 
Chapter regional Conference.

Your contributions are much appreciated. Thank you for making a difference and shaping tomorrow’s built 
environment today.

donors in 2015-2016: 

Donations are tax deductible, by check, credit 
card or online at  www.ashrae.org/contribute

Mail Checks to: ASHRAE RP: 1791 Tullie Circle, 
NE: Atlanta, GA 30329 

For more information, please visit Research and 
Promotions section on www.ggashrae.org 
or contact RP Chair Jason Lesser at (510) 

455-0062, jlesser@ami-hvac.com

Our goal for this year is to raise 
$27,000 for ASHRAE Research 

Contributions: $9,766
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$20,000
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organizations
up to $249
Conservation Mechanical 
Systems

indiViduals
$1000 to $1999
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$250 to $999
R F MacDonald Co. – Hayward
Nazzaro & Associates 
Jack A Palmer
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up to $249
Mark H Walton
Glen R Leggoe
Carl H Jordan
Elizabeth Foster Courtney
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indiViduals
up to $249 
James G Nemechek
Zberri A Alvi
Michelle V Dionello
Amy Allen
Gail D Brownell
Dennis W Thompson
Tyler Bradshaw, PE
Jason Lesser
Erik P Kolderup
Nikola Kravik
Jeremy Augustin Martinez
Brian Michael Chacon
Timothy Goeppner
Dick Friedman
Reginald A Monteyne
Kyle S Blocker
Corydon C Palmer
Mon J Lum
Gary L Harbison
Gerald Yaffe
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golden gate chapter Product show
Vendors who are interested in participating in our May 12, 2016 Product Show at the PG&E 
Energy Center please contact Ivan Molina, iimc@mac.com, 805.459.5302.

noT so old Farts announcement:
Calling all GGaSHrae members who have been 
around for awhile (subject to your own interpretation)

Come to the April GGASHRAE meeting and bring these 
three things:  

1. a slide rule to show them youngster what it looks 
like!

2. a 30 second “i will never do that again story” to 
share at self introduction with the young engineers that you have been 
not met!    

3. mandatory have some fun with your long lost ggashrae buddies.  

No uses of “oLD”... Just Youngsters.... Thank You. 

OLD FART Ben Sun
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See next page for more!
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ashrae golden gate employer recognition Program
I’m very grateful to local companies that support their employees by paying for ASHRAE membership and chapter meeting 
attendance. As a gesture of appreciation, the chapter will be recognizing these companies at chapter meetings this year. We 
will also include a listing in the Fog Dispenser, starting in october as we kick off our 2015-2016 activities.

 If you are a grateful employee of such a company, please get in touch with our membership promotion chair, Brian Chacon, 
at brian.chacon@trane.com and let him know. And please provide a note from your management expressing a willingness to 
be recognized. If you like, send a company logo we can include in the listing.

thank you!
Gratefully yours, erik kolderup, ashrae golden gate president 2015-16

	  

	  

Point Energy Innovations                           Mazzetti                                       Guttmann & Blaevoet                                         Interface Engineering    

                                      PG&E                                                          Taylor Engineering                                                        Mitsubishi Electric

              osborne Company Inc.     Trane            WSP - Parsons Brinckerhoff

Conservation 
Mechanical 

Systems, INC.

	  

	  

MEYERS + ENGINEERS                                                      Acutherm, LLC            California Hydronics Corporation                    NAZZARo and ASSoCIATES

NAZZARO and ASSOCIATES
Manufacturers’ Representatives

	  

oWENS CoRNING           ATI – Architects and Engineers              AEI Affiliated Engineers                  American Mechanical Inc.               ACCo Engineered Systems: 
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FeBruary Dinner MeetinG reCaP
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SponSorShip rateS:
· one time rate: $25   · 4-month rate: $90 ($22.50/mo.)  · yearly rate (9 issues): $150 ($16.67/mo.)

contact the Fog dispenser editor tim goeppner, tgoeppner@flowtherm.com 

 

  




















 

fog dispenser sponsors

a big thank you to the following sponsors for supporting publication of the Fog Dispenser.
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